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Cummins looks set for a greater presence in 
the Nolan’s Interstate Transport fleet with the 
release of the ISXe5 engine.

Nolan’s has been part of Cummins’ official field test program for the 
ISXe5, operating two Kenworths with the new 15-litre engine that uses 
SCR technology for emissions reduction.

One test engine is in a K200 rated at 600 hp/1850 lb ft, while the other 
is in a T409SAR rated at 550 hp/1850 lb ft.

“Our preference for our fleet now is SCR and we have the storage 
infrastructure in place to handle the requirement for AdBlue (urea),” 
says Nolan’s director Adrian (‘Flea’) Nolan.

Nolan’s has a 10,000-litre AdBlue tank capacity in Melbourne and 
15,000-litre capacity at its headquarters at Gatton, 90 km west of 
Brisbane.

The T409SAR is equipped with a 220-litre AdBlue tank and a diesel 
capacity of 1420 litres, while the K200 also carries 220 litres of AdBlue 
but has a higher diesel capacity of 1500 litres.

A highly successful family company, Nolan’s specialises in refrigerated 
transport, operating over 130 trucks and 200 trailers. The linehaul 
segment of the fleet comprises 75 prime movers on single trailer, 
B-double and roadtrain operations.

The company’s base at Gatton is in the Lockyer Valley, a region that 
encompasses some of the richest farming land in Australia from where 
Nolan’s hauls produce to markets and supermarkets in Brisbane, 
Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide.

As a national carrier, Nolan’s also services customers from much further afield than the 
Lockyer Valley as a vital link in the supply chain.

Nolan’s first Cummins ISXe5 went into service in June 2012, and the second followed 
several months later. The highest-kilometre unit, in the K200, had done over 190,000 km at 
the beginning of April while the other had clocked just over 130,000 km.

 “We’ve had no issues…both engines are proving very reliable,” says Flea Nolan. “Apart 
from a couple of software changes as part of the field test program, the engines basically 
haven’t been touched.”

He says the fuel economy of the ISXe5 is a “big bonus” compared with the consumption of 
the EGR engines in the fleet.

Pulling a single trailer, the T409SAR is averaging 2.1 km/litre, while the K200 on B-doubles 
– it is also doing some roadtrain doubles work – is running at 1.78 km/litre (figures don’t 
include AdBlue consumption).

The K200 is fitted with Eaton’s automated UltraShift transmission which Nolan says is 
very well matched to the ISXe5. Cummins has, in fact, worked closely with Eaton on 
development of the shift software for this transmission.

As part of the field test program, Nolan’s oil drain intervals for the ISXe5 are 40,000 km 
compared with 20,000 km for the EGR engines. 
“The field test requirement is that we carry out oil 
sampling every week and 40,000 km is looking 
good,” says Flea Nolan.

Cummins’ guidelines for the ISXe5 stipulate the 
use of CI-4 specification oil for the 40,000 km 
drain intervals, while the use of CJ-4 oil reduces 
the drain intervals to 32,000 km.

Preventive maintenance is a key focus at Nolan’s because of the sensitivity of the 
freight. “This is a select game (refrigerated transport) and our maintenance has to be 
spot on,” says Flea Nolan.

The company recently installed a roller brake tester/shaker at its Gatton workshop 
facility and all trucks are put over it at scheduled service intervals to meet NHVAS 
(National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme/TruckSafe standards.

Nolan’s employs 28 mechanics as well as four refrigeration technicians, three boiler 
makers and an apprentice who looks after panel repairs. 

With Cummins’ service support heavily influencing Nolan’s, the company has had over 
100 ISX/Signature engines since 1999.

While Cummins’ presence in the fleet has reduced in recent times, the performance of 
the two ISXe5 field test engines certainly looks set to influence future truck purchases.

Ron Runge, who has piloted trucks for Nolan’s for 30 years and has been driving 
one of the field test engines since new, doesn’t hesitate to describe the ISXe5 as the 
“engine of the future”. n

Rocky’s Own has been involved in Cummins’ extensive ISXe5 
field test program, running two engines since May 2012. 

The ISXe5 is an addition to Cummins’ 15-litre engine line-up, achieving Euro 5 emissions 
compliance through SCR exhaust aftertreatment technology which involves dosing urea into 
the exhaust stream to reduce oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions.

A highly successful family business, Rocky’s Own began trading in 1985 in Rockhampton, 
Queensland, and today operates around 140 trucks.

The company started swinging over to Cummins power for its linehaul fleet in 2006 and 
recently ordered its 100th ISX/Signature engine. 

Over 70 of its prime movers are Kenworths which are engaged in a wide range of transport 
tasks including general and refrigerated freight, explosives, dangerous goods, containers 
and heavy haulage.

The two ISXe5-powered Kenworths are working out of the Rocky’s Own depot at Helidon, 
about 100 km west of Brisbane, and the highest-kilometre unit was closing in on the 
200,000 mark at the time of writing.

The engines are rated at 550 hp with peak torque of 1850 lb ft, and the trucks are operating 
mainly as 62.5-tonne B-doubles, hauling to mine sites all over the country.

Manager of the Helidon depot, Kevin Hogan, says there have been no engine  
reliability issues. 

Also, one of the most noticeable things about the ISXe5 is that it runs cooler than the EGR 
engines in the fleet – at least 10 degrees Celsius cooler.

“This is important because we’re operating into some of the hottest areas of the country, as 
far afield as the Pilbara in Western Australia,” he says. “The result is less fan-on time which 
has to result in better fuel economy.”

Kevin Hogan confirms the ISXe5 engines are providing improved fuel economy while 
AdBlue (urea) consumption is running at 62.5 km/litre.

Another benefit is the oil drain intervals of 40,000 km (using CI-4 specification oil) compared 
with the 20,000 km drain intervals for the EGR engines.

“Driver feedback on the ISXe5 is very positive,” says Kevin Hogan.

This is confirmed by Brad Priggins who has been driving one of the ISXe5-powered T409 
Kenworths since new and is enthused about its performance, particularly the take off power 
and throttle response.

“This engine definitely runs cooler, and fuel economy is noticeably better than the EGR 
engine I was driving previously,” he says. n

One of Nolan’s two Kenworths that have been part  
of Cummins’ extensive ISXe5 field test program.

Ron Runge…ISXe5 is “the engine of the future”.

‘Flea’ Nolan...“We’ve had no issues.”

Kevin Hogan…ISXe5 runs cooler meaning less fan-on time.

One of the two Rocky’s Own trucks that have 
been part of the ISXe5 field test program.
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Neal Higgs understands the ocean at the entrance to the 
shipping channel leading to the Port of Brisbane. Thirty 
years of familiarity as a pilot boat skipper here have taught 
him its temperament.

He knows its winds, waves and tides, what lies beneath.

As the pilot launch nuzzles in against the container ship with a soft bump, matching its 
speed to the ship’s 10 knots and settling into the lee of her massive hull to put the pilot 
aboard, Higgs is a model of calm authority as senior coxswain for Brisbane Marine Pilots.

Today, the ocean is a bit choppy with 2 to 2.5-metre swells but nothing to worry about.

A day or so later, however, it’s a ‘high energy’ piece of ocean that Higgs confronts in the 
pilot launch, doing six pilot transfers in a night shift as the remnants of tropical Cyclone 
Oswald unleash high winds and flooding down the Queensland coast.

“It was a bit lumpy,” Higgs tells me later in a classic understatement, adding that the seas 
were five to 10 metres and the wind 40-plus knots.

Neal Higgs works out of the pilot station at Mooloolaba on Queensland’s Sunshine  
Coast, where Brisbane Marine Pilots’ latest vessel, Skirmish, has been operating from 
since May 2012.

The $1.5 million Skirmish, a 14.2-metre vessel built by Norman R Wright & Sons, is  
propelled by twin 11-litre Cummins QSM11 engines rated at 455 hp and will carry out  
more than 60,000 pilot transfers over its minimum expected service life of 20 years. 

Brisbane Marine Pilots is standardising on Cummins propulsion for improved reliability and 
fuel efficiency. One of its older vessels, the smaller 13.4-metre Spitfire, has been repowered 
with twin Cummins 9-litre QSL9 engines rated at 405 hp while two other launches will have 
their Cat C7 engines replaced with QSL9 units.

“Reliability is the real key for our operation,” comments Brenton Winn, managing director  
of Brisbane Marine Pilots, discussing engine choice.

He points out the operation has 37 pilots – all former ships’ masters – who guide the ships 
on their journey of 50 nautical miles into the Port of Brisbane and then out again. The ships 
vary in size from 50 metres to close to 300 metres, while the biggest tankers have a beam 
up to 50 metres.

Watching a sea pilot – a tiny figure framed against the vast hull of a ship nearly 300 metres 
long – clamber from the pitching deck of a launch on to a swaying, slippery rope ladder 
dangling over the ship’s side emphasises just how hazardous their job can be.

It’s easy to understand why the pilots and launch crews are admired for their seafaring skill.

“Sometimes in bad weather the crews on the ships are surprised we come out to them,” 
says Brenton Winn. “The consequences of an error can be huge,” he adds, discussing why 
safety along with the expert judgment of the pilots and their crews is so critical.

The Cummins QSM11-powered Skirmish is the latest pilot launch design from  
Norman R Wright & Sons and takes safety and comfort to significantly higher levels.

Full roll-over/self-righting capability, handling predictability, and a suspended wheelhouse 
for dynamic shock and noise minimisation are among its key features.

Neal Higgs endorses the vessel’s sea-keeping ability, as well as the performance of the  
Cummins QSM11 engines in providing the necessary acceleration to allow Skirmish to  
jump clean and clear of rolling waves.

When engine selection was being considered for Skirmish, the fact that around 40 QSM11s 
are used in the Brisbane CityCat fleet was testimony for Brisbane Marine Pilots that the  
11-litre Cummins was the correct choice for its operation.

Tropical Cyclone Oswald generated lumpy seas on the Sunshine Coast.

Clambering from the pitching deck of a launch onto a swaying, 
slippery rope ladder is a hazardous job for sea pilots.

Senior coxswain for Brisbane Marine Pilots Neal Higgs...30 years as a pilot boat skipper.

Top speed of Skirmish is around 22 knots depending on the conditions, but the vessel is  
typically cruised at a comfortable 17 knots at 1800 rpm for good fuel economy, with the  
QSM11 engines consuming between 60 and 70 litres/hour per side.

Skirmish had clocked up close to 2000 hours by early February in an impressive start to  
the 60,000 pilot transfers it will carry out during its service life. n
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“If you see a problem, run at it not away from it.”

That’s the edict Chris Bugeja lives by as manager of Cummins Mackay, the branch serving 
Australia’s biggest coal producing region, the Bowen Basin in Queensland.

It’s an edict Bugeja expects his team to adhere to as well. His is a brand of strong, 
customer-focused leadership…and it gets results.

A key man in the Bugeja leadership team is Quentin Tass, manager of field service 
operations for Cummins Mackay.

“Quentin knows the mining game, he knows how to make things happen,” says Bugeja. 
“We have high staff retention in field service today and that is largely due to Quentin.”

Tass, who oversees a team of 32 field service technicians and customer service advisors, 
started with Cummins as a fitter in 1989 after serving his apprenticeship at the Norwich 
Park mine in the Bowen Basin.

He left Cummins in 2007 before being encouraged back by Bugeja two years later to 
supervise field service operations and manage the challenges faced daily in servicing the 
mining industry.

“We have to stay on top of our service support…maintaining a high standard is critical,” 
says Tass, whose team is responsible for a population of over 400 high horsepower engines 
– 19 to 78 litres – in the Bowen Basin.

He says that “getting to know” people in his team is critical to a successful field service 
operation in the pressured environment of today’s mining industry.

“I like to get a complete picture of our people and that means taking time to know them, 
having a yarn, being able to read them if something is wrong at work or outside work,”  
says Tass.

He understands that attitude and pride are the two things that make good people and that 
good people are the secret to the success of any business.

A man of quiet demeanour who is immensely popular among the Cummins Mackay troops, 
Tass is proud of the high staff retention in his field service team. “You need that core 
strength and stability in a team if you’re going to be successful,” he says.

Taking that extra step to ensure safety is another Tass priority. “Safety in the field is a big 
thing,” he says. “In fact, making sure our people are safe is my No.1 priority.”

Chris Bugeja… customer-focused leadership.

Quentin Tass… understands that attitude and pride 
are the two things that make good people.

Tass with Cummins Mackay’s customer service advisors.

Apart from the field service 
team, Cummins has another 25 
technicians based in its Mackay 
workshop.

Chris Bugeja points out the 
workshop has been turned into 
a “quick turnaround” facility to 
reduce haul truck and excavator 
downtime.

“We can pull out an engine 
in the field in a shift, bring it 
back to Mackay, carry out the 
repair in an environment which 
is safer and where there’s no 
contamination, and get it back 
out to the mine site for refitting.

“Our sole focus is minimising 
customer downtime,” he says. n
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Iveco’s new Powerstar variant, the 7800, has been on test 
with Robertson’s Transport to validate its credentials in 
roadtrain livestock haulage.

The roadtrain spec Powerstar 7800 was unveiled at the International Truck, Trailer and 
Equipment Show in Melbourne early last year, and it’s that same truck that has been doing 
doubles and triples work with Robertson’s since October 2012 as part of Iveco’s official 
field test program.

Based in Toowoomba (Qld), Robertson’s has been operating the new Powerstar around 
the country – as far north as Cape York and as far west as Perth. A Cummins Signature 
600 heads up the American drivetrain in the 7800 which has a 140-tonne GCM rating.

“They (Iveco) wanted it with someone who has the three main roadtrain trucks in their 
fleet – Kenworth, Mack and Western Star – and that’s the reason we’ve been running  
it, to compare it,” says Greg Robertson.

He confirms he’ll definitely consider the purchase of the Powerstar 7800 which had 
clocked up over 100,000 km by the beginning of March.

“As expected with anything new, there have been a few little things that have had to be 
sorted out, but nothing that has stopped the truck on the side of the road,” he reveals.

The Powerstar 7800 is also given the nod of approval by Murray Wolski, who has been 
piloting roadtrains for Greg Robertson for 12 years.

Robertson’s Transport runs a fleet of 17 prime movers, three body trucks and close to  
50 trailers on mainly roadtrain livestock haulage. Kenworth, Mack and Western Star are  
all represented in the fleet and the favoured Cummins engine is the Signature 600. 

It was 47 years ago when a young man barely turned 17 started working for his father, 
driving trucks with cattle as the prime passengers.

Trucks and livestock were already locked into Greg Robertson’s life. His father John  
had started the business many years before, although how many years Greg isn’t sure.

Anyway, the opportunity to haul four-legged freight seemed like a good way to make  
a quid and Greg was undeniably content in the driver’s seat.

“I actually started driving before I turned 17 and got my licence, but I won’t say too much 
about that,” he says with an ease that can’t hide his country boy background.

Born and bred in the rural town of Mt Tyson, west of Toowoomba, Greg Robertson 
grimaces at the memory of some of the trucks he piloted – petrol-powered Dodges and 
Internationals – in his early years.

However, keeping his far-flung fleet operating efficiently today is more dominant in the 
Robertson mindset than trips down memory lane.

Signature 600 propels the Powerstar 7800.Cummins Toowoomba operations manager 
Angus Short (left) with Greg Robertson.

Murray Wolski...appreciates the quiet and comfortable Powerstar cab.

He raises the topic of after-hours support which is 
critical for livestock carriers to meet animal welfare 
obligations.  

“We get good support from Cummins,” Greg 
Robertson confirms, “and the Cummins Support 
Centre is aware of the importance of the animal 
welfare aspect.

“Maintenance needs to be spot on too. The last thing 
anyone wants is a truck broken down for any length of 
time with a load of cattle on board.”

Robertson relies on the Cummins Toowoomba branch 
for engine maintenance and routine servicing, and 
all his ISX and Signature engines are covered by 
Cummins’ Warranty Plus extended warranty program.

The Powerstar 7800 has gained the respect of driver 
Murray Wolski: “I don’t mind it at all…it hasn’t failed, it’s 
quiet and very comfortable,” he says, looking around 
the spacious interior of the Powerstar sleeper cab.

On the performance of the Signature 600, he says the engine started exerting the muscle 
it’s renowned for once the kilometres had been piled on.

“I’ve found these Signatures don’t really get going until they’ve done over 100,000 km,”  
he confirms. “This engine seems to go better the more you load it up.” n
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“She’s got a heartbeat now…”

These are the words of Newcastle (NSW) businessman Rob Hyland who repowered  
his sport fishing boat ‘Weapon’ with twin Cummins QSC600 engines in late 2012.

“It’s become a lethal weapon with the new Cummins engines,” he says, undeniably 
enthused over the performance and clean exhaust of the QSC600s.

The 8.3-litre QSCs replaced Cummins C450 engines, which were installed as reconditioning 
units in the 40ft aluminium-hulled boat which Hyland built himself from an Oceantech 
design and put in the water in 2005.

We caught up with Hyland at Port Stephens during the NSW Game Fishing Association’s 
Interclub tournament, the biggest event of its kind in the southern hemisphere which this 
year attracted 160 boats and close to 1000 anglers.

“There’s a huge difference between the old and new technology engines,” he tells us, 
discussing the differences between the electronic QSC600 and the old mechanically 
injected C450.

“The QSC engines are clean burning…there’s no smoke or soot at all.”

With 600 Cummins horses in harness, Rob Hyland’s boat has been transformed by the  
QSC which boasts the highest power density in its class.

“She runs into the sea far better where previously she’d bog down,” he says. “She’s got  
a heartbeat now.”

He points out Weapon now has a top speed capability of 32 knots but he mainly cruises the 
boat back in the revs for best fuel economy. “The new engines are actually on a par with the 
old ones for fuel economy while performing significantly better,” he says.

Service support in Newcastle is another key factor behind his preference for Cummins.  
“If we have an issue we know Cummins is there for us,” he says. n

Data centre giant Digital Realty is relying on Cummins for 
critical protection power at its new facilities in Sydney and 
Melbourne.

The company that boasts Facebook, Microsoft, Google and Yahoo among its clients has set 
up shop in Australia, building data centres in Sydney and Melbourne as part of its ambitious 
global growth strategy.

American company Digital Realty Trust, the world’s largest data centre provider and 
wholesaler, has spent billions of dollars in recent years buying properties and investing 
in new ones in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.

Cloud computing is the driving force behind Digital Realty as data centres become big 
business in providing managed data storage services. 

In fact, cloud computing – where computing resources are provided as a service over the 
Internet – is predicted to be one of the biggest growth industries in the history of business.

Rather than having to invest in expensive on-site computer infrastructure, businesses can 
access computing power as they need it by tapping into a service provider’s data centre.

Digital Realty has two business models: designing and building new data centres for leasing 
to providers; and purchasing existing data centres. The company currently operates more 
than 110 data centres in 32 markets around the world.

Digital Realty’s first operational date centre in Australia is at Erskine Park in Sydney and has 
as its anchor client Rackspace, one of the biggest cloud computing providers in the world 
which began offering live services from the facility in late 2012. 

The company’s second data centre, commissioned early in 2013 in Melbourne, is 100% 
leased to a major bank.

Both facilities utilise Digital Realty’s ‘Turn-Key Flex’ technology which allows customers  
to lease fully equipped electrical and mechanical data centres that are move-in-ready.

Cummins has provided the critical diesel generator back-up power at both sites, initially 
installing six C2250 gensets at each data centre along with custom-built acoustic 
enclosures and fuel systems.  

Digital Realty’s design manager for Australia, Denis Larkan, points out that future expansion 
of the data centre sites in Sydney and Melbourne will see up to 30 Cummins C2250 gensets 
installed for back-up power. 

Digital Realty’s first operational data centre in Australia, at Erskine Park 
(Sydney), has six roof-mounted Cummins gensets for critical power protection.

Cummins installed the gensets along with the acoustic 
enclosures and fuel systems.

Cummins project manager David Van Brussel (centre) and sales executive 
Paul Sawatske discuss the project with the electrical contractors.

Each genset in the Melbourne installation has 
an integrated 20,000-litre base fuel tank.

A data centre’s massed racks of servers draw significant power and also generate a lot 
of heat, placing considerable demand on power supply and air conditioning systems. 
Emergency back-up power is thus critical to ensure integrity and functionality of the 
computer environment.

The Cummins power generation teams in Sydney and Melbourne have worked together 
closely to meet Digital Realty’s requirements, a fact acknowledged by Larkan. 

He says Digital Realty wants consistency and a seamless process of supply, installation 
and commissioning from its suppliers and Cummins has provided that at both data 
centre sites.

David Van Brussel and Paul Sawatske headed up the project for Cummins in Sydney.
“Cummins is a global supplier to Digital Realty because of its proven track record 
in providing critical protection solutions to the data centre market,” says David  
Van Brussel.

“In Australia, our ability to work to a very tight time schedule, provide consistency 
across both data centre sites, and ensure on-going product support were other key 
factors behind our partnering with Digital Realty.”

Both data centres are Tier 3 certified as defined by the Uptime Institute. The core  
Tier 3 requirement is that maintenance can be performed on any part of the mechanical 
or electrical plant in the facility without impacting the computer equipment. 

Under Tier 3 certification, the generator power is regarded as the prime power for the 
data centre and thus the gensets must be rated for continuous operation – 1440 kW in 
the case of the C2250 genset which is powered by Cummins’ 60-litre QSK60 engine.

The gensets are obviously part of the redundancy at the data centres which is N+1 
meaning all systems have at least one independent back-up so that there is system 
availability in the event of component failure.

The gensets work in conjunction with a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) system of 
batteries. In the event of a mains failure, the UPS system maintains power supply until 
the gensets come on line and take over within 10 seconds.

In Melbourne, each genset has an integrated 20,000-litre base tank meaning they are 
capable of full load operation for a minimum 48 hours, while in Sydney 80,000 litres of 
underground diesel storage capacity guarantees the roof-mounted gensets can run a 
minimum 24 hours at full load.

Strict criteria were set for the pre-commissioning and commissioning of the generators, 
including an eight-hour load test required on each genset, and full integrated system testing 
at the completion of commissioning to prove the operation of the generator system. n

Rob Hyland (left) with Cummins Newcastle’s Andrew Smith.
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The power of choice.

ISX/Signature Euro 5 SCR  ISX/Signature EGR

Your business is about choices and making the right decisions. 

The people and technology you choose for the journey can have a big effect on the outcome.

With our market-leading ISX and Signature engines you now have the choice – EGR or SCR. 

A choice backed by the best service support in the industry.

www.thepowerofchoice.com.au 

www.facebook.com/cumminssouthpacific
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The new $195 million Translational Research Institute – or 
TRI as it’s simply known – will see Australia play a leading 
role in international efforts to address pressing health 
concerns such as cancers, diabetes, HIV, malaria, and bone 
and joint diseases.

Translational research is the translation of research discoveries into practical applications 
that enhance human health and well-being.

Located at Brisbane’s Princess Alexandra Hospital and completed in late 2012, TRI is one 
of only a few facilities globally where new treatments and vaccines can be researched, 
discovered, produced, clinically tested, and manufactured in one location. 

The significance of TRI is highlighted by the fact that CEO and director of research 
is Professor Ian Frazer, inventor of the world’s first cervical cancer vaccine, Gardasil. 
Australian of the Year in 2006, Frazer was made a Companion of the Order of Australia  
in 2012 and also named a ‘National Living Treasure’ by the National Trust of Australia. 

Over 650 medical researchers will eventually work at TRI, enabling the institute to  
better understand why people get sick, and how it can prevent and treat chronic  
health problems. 

Electrical contractor KLM selected Cummins to provide the turn-key emergency power 
system at TRI.  

Two Cummins C1675D5 generator sets with a standby rating of 1675 kVA (1340 kW)  
are at the heart of the system and are powered by 60-litre Cummins QSK60 engines.  
A Cummins DMC300 digital master control system provides the control and monitoring  
for the gensets.

Greg Monteith, regional power generation sales manager for Cummins, says Cummins 
was asked by KLM to “own the generator room” in providing the turn-key power system. 

“Our major point of difference to our competitors is our ability to supply, install and 
commission project solutions,” he says.

Cummins Brisbane’s project team for the TRI installation, headed up by Jose Indopia, has 
won praise from Watpac, one of Australia’s leading contracting and property development 
businesses and the company responsible for construction of the seven-storey TRI facility.

Watpac services manager Colin Biggs says Cummins “met expectations for the project 
with an excellent installation”.

“Cummins delivered on time and on budget… with no fuss and no problems,” he says.

“We had a very good working relationship with Cummins. Whenever I asked for something 
the Cummins people bent over backwards to get it to me quickly.

“Their attention to detail was at the highest level, particularly with documentation.”

Combining the research intellect of The University of Queensland, Queensland University 
of Technology, Mater Medical Research Institute and Queensland Health, TRI is indeed  
set to accelerate medical research and translate that research into better health for  
the community.  n

An Australian-first medical research institute in Brisbane  
features a Cummins emergency power system.

TRI  
not lost in translation

TRI will eventually be home to around 650 medical researchers.

Watpac services manager Colin Biggs (right) with Jose Indopia 
(centre) and Greg Monteith from Cummins Brisbane.

Cummins provided the turn-key emergency power system at TRI. 
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TRI  
not lost in translation

Field testing of the biggest generator set ever developed 
by Cummins will begin at an Australian mine site later  
this year.

The 3.5 MW C3000-series generator set incorporates Cummins’ new QSK95 engine,  
a 95-litre V16 that achieves higher output from 16 cylinders than competitors’  
20-cylinder engines.

With an output of over 4000 hp, the QSK95 is the highest horsepower engine ever 
developed by Cummins.

A high-speed diesel (1200 to 1800 rpm), the QSK95 will eventually become available for 
a range of high-hour, high-load applications including power generation, mine trucks and 
excavators, oil and gas drilling modules, locomotives and marine vessels.

“The new C3000-series generator set will change expectations of what can be achieved 
by high-speed diesel technology, marrying industry-leading power density with increased 
durability,” says Tony Satterthwaite, president of Cummins’ power generation business. 

“Designed as a global product platform, the C3000-series will be able to be used 
anywhere in the world for standby, prime or continuous duty applications.”

Scheduled for production in late 2014, the C3000-series marks the start of a new line  
of diesel and gas-powered gensets from Cummins.

When the larger 120-litre, 20-cylinder QSK120 version of the QSK95 engine becomes 
available, Cummins’ generator set product line will extend beyond 4 MW.

“Our natural gas-powered generator set will be designed specifically for gas, not just  
a derivative of the diesel product line,” says Satterthwaite.

The 3.5 MW C3000-series leverages Cummins’ ‘Power of One’ capability, with  
single-company design and manufacture of all key systems. The QSK95 engine, alternator 
and controls have all been developed simultaneously with the C3000-series with the goal  
of creating a fully integrated and optimised generator set.

The 95-litre engine enables fast ramp-up to maximum power, taking advantage of faster 
transient response from four compact turbochargers.

The modular common rail fuel system with up to 2200 bar (32,000 psi) high-pressure 
injection also results in smoother, quieter and more fuel efficient operation.

The high power density of the QSK95 is achieved with a hardened power cylinder and 
single-piece forged steel piston. The increased strength also contributes to extended  
life-to-overhaul with minimum mid-life intervention. n

With an output of over 4000 hp, the QSK95 is the highest horsepower engine 
ever developed by Cummins. It will eventually become available for a range of 
high-hour, high-load applications such as mine trucks and excavators, oil and gas 
drilling modules, locomotives and marine vessels.

The C3000-series marks the start of a new line  
of diesel and gas generator sets from Cummins.
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Focus
Comment by Peter Jensen-Muir — Executive managing director

Cummins South Pacific and North East/South East Asia

For my first editorial in 2013 I thought I’d focus on the investments Cummins  
will be making in further building our customer support in the South Pacific. 

This year we will invest more in capital for facilities and tooling, more in training, 
more in development of facilities, more in service engineering and more in parts 
inventory holding than at any other time in our history within the region. 

This continued increase in investment is focused on delivering improved customer 
support in the key areas of service responsiveness, improved communication to our 
customers through the service event, and quality of workmanship in the repair event. 

So how and where will Cummins make these investments in customer support?  
The following are just a few items I’d like to highlight:

•	 Expand	our	hiring	of	technicians	and	apprentices.	In	2013	we	have	already	hired	 
or are currently actively recruiting for over 100 technicians and apprentices across  
the	South	Pacific.	We	expect	to	recruit	a	total	of	around	350	technicians	through	
the year.

•	 As	in	2011	and	2012	we	will	again	further	increase	our	investment	in	technical	
training	with	a	focus	on	15	litre	on-highway	and	high	horsepower	engines	and	
power systems to improve diagnostic capability, speed and quality of the repair.

•	 Further	expand	our	parts	holding	in	the	field	close	to	the	customer	and	the	service	
repair event, with a further investment of several million dollars of parts in the  
on-highway	heavy-duty	(ISX15)	and	high	horsepower	segments.

•	 Further	build	our	service	capability	through	development	of	our	authorised	 
on-highway	dealers	and	Cummins	branch	network.	Branch	developments	 
include	a	new	location	and	expanded	workshop	in	Townsville,	a	new	Darwin	 
state-of-the-art	facility	which	will	open	this	month,	further	development	of	
our	Mackay	branch,	and	a	new	branch	with	expanded	on-highway	and	mining	
services located in Muswellbrook.

•	 Build	further	capability	in	our	service	engineering	team	so	that	we	identify,	root	
cause and establish repair practices quickly when our products do have a repair 
event occur.

While the above highlight just a few of the investments we are making in customer 
support	this	year,	we	recognise	this	is	a	never-ending	journey	and	our	customers	
will always be the judge of our success in implementing the right services. Our 
commitment from everyone here at Cummins is to continue to build our capabilities 
and improve our services so that you feel that Cummins cares more about your 
success than any other diesel power systems company.

New general  
manager for  
Cummins NZ

Tim Worme

James Morrow Tyson Coffey

Butera named vice president, 
Jensen-Muir executive MD                                                           
Former Cummins South Pacific managing 
director	Gino	Butera	has	been	named	 
vice-president,	managing	director	and	leader	 
of	the	Africa	business	organisation.

Since	2008	Butera	has	been	executive	
managing	director	of	the	Cummins	Asia	
Pacific distribution business. Under his 
leadership, this business – which included 
China and India – achieved over $1 billion  
in revenue.

He is described as “one of the best, most 
experienced	and	most	respected	leaders	
in Cummins” by Pamela Carter, vice 
president and president of the Cummins Inc. 
distribution business.

Butera,	who	has	been	based	in	Melbourne,	
will	move	to	Johannesburg,	South	Africa	in	
June to take up his new role. 

Peter	Jensen-Muir,	who	has	been	Cummins	
South Pacific managing director since early 

2012,	has	been	named	executive	managing	
director	for	South	Pacific	and	North	East/
South	East	Asia	distribution.

His	experience	includes	25	years	at	Cummins	
in a diverse range of regions and countries 
including	Asia	Pacific,	North	and	South	East	
Asia,	Australia,	China,	Latin	America,	North	
America,	Europe,	Middle	East	and	Africa.	

Long	serving	Cummins	business	manager	Garry	
Piper passed away in March. He had been with 
Cummins for 38 years.

Plaques	in	the	Cummins	Brisbane	and	Mackay	
branch facilities pay tribute to Garry. They read:

‘Garry will always be remembered as one 
of Cummins South Pacific’s most respected 
business managers. He was instrumental 
in laying the foundation for the Cummins 
northern region business and growing the 
Cummins engine population to its current 
status today.

‘Garry’s technical ability along with his 
ingenuity and passion for customer service held 
him in high regard by his peers, fellow work 
colleagues and customers for his 38 years of 
service with Cummins.  

‘His forthright management style and desire to 
coach others allowed him to become a role model 
for many people within the Cummins organisation 
and he played a key role in the development of 
some of our highest achieving employees.

‘When Garry spoke, wise people listened 
because there was always a pearl of wisdom to 
take away from the discussion. 

‘Garry’s integrity, humor and genuine approach 
towards customers and fellow work colleagues 

were distinguishing characteristics of this 
unique man.’

Garry	Piper	started	with	Cummins	(under	 
the	Blackwood	Hodge	banner)	in	1975	 
as a technician.

He then went on to serve the company in 
Darwin,	PNG,	Mackay	and	Townsville	in	
positions ranging from workshop supervisor  
to regional sales manager and branch manager.

Garry’s last relocation was in 2000 when he 
moved	to	Brisbane	to	become	industrial	 
sales director.

Delivering	the	eulogy	at	Garry’s	funeral,	
Cummins Mackay branch manager Chris 
Bugeja	summed	up	the	man	by	saying:		“He	
wasn’t a manager, he was a fair dinkum leader. 
He knew how to turn a profit, he retained staff 
and technicians year after year, and he built trust 
among his team and customers who to this day 
still support the Cummins product because of 
his values.”

Garry	is	survived	by	wife	Louisa,	daughter	Kim	
and	sons	Luke	and	Shaun.

Below - Garry Piper with the plaque at the 
meeting room named in his honour at the 
Cummins Brisbane facility.

Vale Garry Piper
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Cummins WAG raising 
money for charity event
This year the Cummins South Pacific 
Women’s	Affinity	Group	(WAG)	is	again	
supporting	the	Mother’s	Day	Classic	(MDC)	
fun run and walk to raise money for the 
National	Breast	Cancer	Foundation.		

The charity event is being held on May 12; 
there	are	60	official	MDC	locations 
throughout	Australia.		

2013 will be the 4th year running that the 
Cummins	WAG	is	involved	in	the	MDC.	

Cummins	will	again	match	dollar-for-dollar	
the Cummins participants’ registration fee 
in	a	donation	to	the	National	Breast	Cancer	
Foundation.  

In	2005	Cummins	South	Pacific	established	
the	WAG	with	a	mission	statement	is	to	
unleash the power of all women by driving 
opportunities to attract, develop and retain 
women at Cummins.

Shooting a basketball is tough enough for 
most people but try attempting this feat while 
sitting in a wheelchair!

It’s	a	challenge	Brisbane	children	are	tackling	
passionately as part of a junior wheelchair 
basketball program conducted by the Sporting 
Wheelies	and	Disabled	Association.

Cummins	Brisbane,	through	its	Community	
Involvement	Team	(CIT),	has	become	
involved in the program which caters for 
children with varying degrees of disability 
including cerebral palsy, amputation, spinal 
cord injury and other mobility impairments.

The	Sporting	Wheelies	and	Disabled	
Association	is	the	peak	body	for	sport,	
recreation and fitness for people with a physical 
disability or vision impairment in Queensland.

The organisation’s mission is “to enhance 
the lives of people with a disability through 
community engagement and education, sport 
and healthy activity.”

Cummins Inc. and Cummins South Pacific 
have	contributed	$17,500	to	the	junior	
wheelchair basketball program by purchasing 
15	specialist	sport	wheelchairs	as	well	as	team	
shirts, and also paying the fees associated with 
the hire of a sports facility.

Wheelies take centre court 
with the help of Cummins

“Seeing these kids enjoying life by being 
able to compete in a team sport is very 
rewarding…it puts life into perspective and 
can teach many of us a lesson in effort and 
determination,”	says	Alan	Routledge,	CIT	
leader	at	Cummins	Brisbane.	

Every	Monday	night	at	the	Clem	Jones	
Centre	in	Brisbane,	the	children	are	coached	
in basketball drills and then take part in 
a game which is often rough and tumble. 
Families and friends are also invited to 
participate in the drills and the game.

Cummins	Brisbane’s	participation	in	the	
program	is	driven	by	Routledge,	Brian	Smith	
and	Wally	Kafer	who	have	contributed	over	
200 volunteer hours in 2012. They assist with 
the coaching drills and also enjoy hopping in 
a wheelchair to take part in a game.

Both	Routledge	and	Kafer	have	an	Australian	
Institute of Sport basketball coaching 
qualification which includes a component 
for coaching athletes with a disability.

Watch a game of wheelchair basketball 
and	you’ll	understand	why	Routledge	
describes the ‘sporting wheelies’ as “truly 
inspirational”.

Cummins has contributed $17,500 to the junior 
wheelchair basketball program in Brisbane.

Gino Butera

Paul Jackson

Paul Jackson has been 
appointed general manger of 
Cummins New Zealand.

Paul joined Cummins South 
Pacific	in	1993	as	an	industrial	
application engineer and was 
then promoted to engineering 
manager for automotive 
accounts, working closely with 
truck manufacturers including 
Kenworth,	Iveco,	Freightliner	
and Western Star. 

In	1997	Paul	moved	to	
Cummins headquarters in Columbus, Indiana, 
to work in the high horsepower mining 
applications team, first as a senior engineer and 
then	as	a	technical	specialist.	During	this	time	he	
was	account	engineering	manager	for	Komatsu	
Mining	Systems	and	Liebherr	Mining	Truck.

Paul	returned	to	Australia	in	2000	and	became	
one	of	Cummins’	original	Six	Sigma	Black	Belts	
in the South Pacific. 

Tim Worme has taken on the role of 
Cummins area director for the western region 
(Western	Australia,	South	Australia	and	the	
Northern	Territory).

James Morrow has taken up the position of 
regional branch manager with responsibility for 
the	Cummins	facilities	in	Pooraka	(Adelaide),	
Port	Lincoln	and	Mt	Gambier.

He was previously regional branch manager 
with responsibility for three facilities in Victoria 
–	Wodonga,	Swan	Hill	and	Mildura.	Before	that	
he	was	branch	manager	at	Cummins	Karratha	in	
the	Pilbara	region	in	Western	Australia.

Morrow’s working career started at Stillwell 
Trucks	in	Adelaide	as	an	apprentice	mechanic	
in	1993.	He	later	worked	for	Cummins	Adelaide	
as a technician before relocating to Cummins 
Karratha	in	2006	to	take	up	the	role	of	service	
manager and then branch manager.

Tyson Coffey has taken on the role of regional 
branch manager with responsibility for all of 
Cummins’	Riverina-based	facilities	including	
Wodonga,	Leeton,	Swan	Hill	and	Mildura.

He was previously branch manager for the 
western	Riverina	region	with	responsibility	 
for Cummins’ Swan Hill and Mildura facilities.
Coffey started with Cummins Swan Hill as a 1st 
year	apprentice	in	1997	and	after	completing	his	
apprenticeship progressed through the ranks to 
leading hand and then field service technician.

After	leaving	Cummins	to	work	for	the	local	
Case IH dealer where he became service 
manager, Coffey returned to Cummins Swan 
Hill	in	2007	as	branch	operations	manager.

 Since then he has held various business roles 
within Cummins South Pacific including 
general manager of Cummins MerCruiser 
Diesel,	mining	business	manager,	and	major	
projects leader. Most recently he has been 
leading the global mining strategic growth 
initiative project.

Paul, who has previously lived in New Zealand 
for	11	years,	will	be	based	in	Auckland.

He	has	returned	to	Australia	after	serving	in	several	
roles overseas, most recently as general manager of 
Cummins	in	Qatar	in	the	Middle	East.

Tim	began	his	career	with	Cummins	in	
2001 and has had various roles over the 
past 12 years.  

He held the position of director of sales 
and marketing for Cummins MerCruiser 
Diesel	(CMD)	for	Europe,	the	Middle	
East	and	Africa	based	in	France,	and	
before that was general manager for 
CMD	South	Pacific	based	in	Australia.		

Tim	has	also	held	various	positions	
within Cummins South Pacific in marine 
and industrial sales, as well as in the 
service organisation. 
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Product development is 
accelerating in Cummins’ 
recreational and light 
commercial marine business.

This is one of the outcomes 
of the winding up of the 
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel 
joint venture globally early  
in 2012.

“Product development under 
the Cummins banner alone 
is now much more focused,” 
says Tony Lee, marine business 
manager for Cummins South 
Pacific.

“The first example of this 
development is the new 
6.7-litre QSB6.7 engine which 
will be offered up to 550 hp, 
providing the highest power 
density in its class.”

The QSB6.7 will be available 
in the South Pacific in the near 
future for both recreational and 
light commercial applications 
and will eventually replace the 
5.9-litre QSB5.9 which has a 
maximum rating of 480 hp. 

Cummins speeds up engine  
development for marine markets

“There are other exciting developments in the 
pipeline that will see Cummins recreational and 
light commercial marine engines available up to 
1000 hp in the not too distant future,” says  
Tony Lee.

The current top-output engine is the QSM11 
rated at 715 hp. 

With the Cummins MerCruiser Diesel joint 
venture now wound up – the venture started in 
2003 – the CMD brand is no longer used. 

“Cummins and Cummins alone is now responsible 
for the QSB, QSC, QSL and QSM engines as well 
as the Zeus drive pods,” says Tony Lee.

“No matter where a customer buys a boat now, 
the support for the Cummins engine installation 
and the Zeus pods are through the Cummins 
sales and service network.”

Lee points out that Cummins continues to 
be a dominant player in the high horsepower 
commercial marine business with engines  
up to 2700 hp. 

This is evident particularly in crew boat 
applications supporting the oil and gas industry 
where Cummins 38-litre and 50-litre engines are 
the preferred choice.

Tony Lee took over as marine business manager 
for Cummins South Pacific in late 2012.

Tony Lee, Cummins South Pacific 
marine business manager.

New QSB6.7…highest power density.

A Qantas push-back tractor at Canberra Airport 
is “humming” since it has been repowered with 
a Cummins QSB4.5 engine.

The repowered tractor was commissioned late 
last year and has since clocked up over 350 
hours – “a lot of hours for a push-back tractor”, 
says David Cummings, maintenance service 
technician for Qantas at Canberra Airport.

The repower project was carried out by 
Cummings and his team with Paul Grady and 
Mick Pieri providing the Cummins support.

“It hasn’t missed a beat...it’s just humming,” says 
David Cummings. 

The ‘new’ tractor, one of three push-back 
tractors at Canberra Airport and now the 
favourite with Qantas operators, is handling 
airliners as big as the Boeing 767 which has a 
maximum take-off weight of around 200 tonnes.

New lease of life for Qantas tractor
The 4.5-litre Cummins QSB engine replaced 
an 8.2-litre Detroit V8 in the tractor which was 
built in the late 1970s. 

“The Cummins is giving us a big improvement 
in fuel economy and is also a lot quieter and 
smoother,” Cummings points out. “With the 
old engine the tractor was using 70 to 90 litres a 
week. With the Cummins fuel consumption is 
down to 35 to 45 litres a week.”

The electronic, low-emission QSB4.5 punches 
out 160 hp at 2500 and peak torque of 459 lb ft 
at 1500 rpm. “The QSB has higher torque at 
lower revs so the engine isn’t working as hard,” 
he adds.

David Cummings says the Cummins engine was 
the obvious choice for the repower project.

Qantas maintenance service technicians 
David Cummings (right) with Paul Nicholson.

QSB4.5 is delivering Qantas 
huge improvements.

He brings to the position wide-ranging 
experience in sales and business management 
roles after 18 years with Cummins. 

After initially working in Australia, he moved 
to Dubai in 2007 to take up the position of 
business manager for Cummins’ oil and gas and 
commercial marine businesses for Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa and Russia.

In 2010 he moved to the UK to become oil and 
gas business manager for the same regions. This 
was followed early in 2012 by his appointment 
as director of sales and marketing for Asia 
Pacific distribution.

“We repowered another tractor 
with a B5.9 Cummins four years 
ago and have been super happy 
with that,” he says. “Cummins’ 
service and support was another 
key factor in our decision.”

Due to the success of the QSB4.5 
repower, Qantas in Adelaide has 
repowered one of its tractors with 
the same engine package.
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Indian company Lanco Infratech, owner of Griffin Coal in 
Western Australia’s southwest, has ambitious plans for the 
coal miner.

Lanco, a leading infrastructure player in India with a presence in power generation, 
construction, engineering and property development, reportedly paid close to $750 million 
for the mines of Griffin Coal in 2011.

Western Australia’s oldest coal supplier, Griffin Coal had been in administration since 
January 2010. Its purchase by Lanco, a US$3 billion enterprise, is the biggest investment by 
an Indian company in Australia. 

Griffin Coal is currently producing 4 million tonnes a year and will increase this to 5.2 million 
tonnes in 2013. With further mine development, an annual production increase to around 18 
million tonnes is planned within three to four years. 

Most of the current coal production is used by three power stations in the region which feed 
into the south-west grid. Over one million tonnes will be exported in 2013. 

The significant ramp up in production in the next three to four years will see Lanco export 
the thermal coal for use in its power stations in India and various Asian customers.

The “truck of choice” at Griffin Coal is the AC-drive Komatsu 830E, according to Graham 
Cleggett, the mining company’s operations manager. 

Griffin Coal is currently operating 14 830Es powered by Cummins QSK60 engines rated at 
2500 hp. Additional 830Es will be added to the fleet in 2013 to meet production targets.

“Our experience on site is that the reliability of the QSK60 exceeds the industry standard,” 
says Cleggett.

He points out that planned life-to-overhaul of the QSK60 is 20,000 to 22,000 hours and all 
but one engine has hit this target.

“Cummins stands by its product, provides good technical support, and continues to drive 
product improvements,” he says.

Six Komatsu 630Es are also in service at the mine. Planned change-out for the 2000 hp 
Cummins K2000E engines in these trucks was initially 18,000 hours, but condition 
monitoring resulted in an increase to 22,000 hours.

The main digging fleet at Griffin Coal – two Komatsu PC5500s, a Terex RH340 and a 
Liebherr 996 – is also dominated by Cummins power while two Komatsu WA1200 loaders 
have Cummins QSK60 engines.

The truck and excavator fleet is set to expand significantly with development of the Muja 
South mine and the associated ramp up in production. Graham Cleggett says Griffin Coal 
is currently going through the equipment selection process and that up to 50 trucks – most 
likely Komatsu 830Es – could be added to the fleet. n

Komatsu 830E with Cummins QSK60 is 
the truck of choice at Griffin Coal.

Griffin operations manager Graham Cleggett… 
“Reliability of the QSK60 exceeds the industry standard.”

The main digger fleet at Griffin Coal is  
also dominated by Cummins power.

New lease of life for Qantas tractor

“Cummins stands by its product…”
Graham Cleggett
Operations manager, Griffin Coal
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It must go down as one of the classic quotes about trucking  
and it was delivered recently by one BM (Brad) Webb.

Said Webb: “Haulage is a high cost, low margin industry and it didn’t take me long to figure 
out that the only bloke who made money out of trucks was Slim Dusty singing about them.”

He continued: “People said I was a hard worker, but the truth was I couldn’t afford to sleep.”

Born-and-bred in Townsville, north Queensland, Brad Webb grew up in a housing 
commission home and tried his hand at interstate trucking, hauling general freight, before 
finding his niche in the construction business.

“There was no money in carting general freight...too high a capital cost, too low a return,” 
he muses now.

Today, he is a powerhouse of industrial property development in Townsville and has a fleet 
of around 40 trucks servicing his award-winning construction business, carting quarry 
materials, bulk cement, concrete, and pre-cast concrete products.

BM Webb Group is involved in everything from quarrying and concrete production to 
manufacturing the precast concrete panels used in the construction of buildings. 

Brad Webb... a powerhouse of industrial development in Townsville.

Brad Webb’s work ethic is instilled in his daughters.  
Here, Kelli is at the controls of a grader.

Cummins’ legendary NH250 powers a 1970s ‘plastic cab’ Atkinson 
restored by the workshop team at BM Webb Group. Brad Webb is 
pictured with Cummins truck engine business manager Simon Pratt.

The massive 283-hectare (700-acre) Webb Drive Industrial Estate in Townsville, home to 
over 70 businesses – the estate is still only 32% developed – is testimony to the drive and 
vision of a man who has won a string of awards for his corporate and community efforts.

While trucking today represents just a small part of his enterprise – yet a critical part in 
the construction chain – Brad Webb retains a strong affinity with the industry in which he 
launched his working career. 

He points out that BM Webb Group owns most of its predominantly Kenworth fleet which 
comprises concrete agitators, truck-and-dog combinations, cement powder tankers, 
container trailers and extendables.

“We either pay cash for new trucks, or pay them off over a two-year period,” he says. 
“Owning our trucks gives us full control over our operation and it also helps with liquidity.”

Webb bought his first truck in the late 1970s, a Dodge D5N semi-tipper, one that he recalls 
being a “dodgy old beast at best”. 

Around the same time he had his first experience with a Cummins engine – a ‘triple nickel’ 
V555 in an International ACCO, an experience he doesn’t recall as being particularly 
memorable.

In 1983-84 he started running general freight by roadtrain from Townsville out to Mt Isa and 
into the Northern Territory, a task he kept at for 10 years.

He recalls one of his trucks being a single drive T-Line 
International powered by a Cummins Power Torque 230 
and it pulled a roadtrain double.

In the mid-80s Webb also started an overnight freight 
service out of Brisbane to north Queensland. At one 
stage he was operating 10 trucks all up.

“I remember having a problem with a Cummins engine 
in 1986...Cummins didn’t run away from the problem, 
they did the right thing and stepped up to the plate,” he 
says.

“Every equipment supplier has problems...it’s how those 
problems are dealt with that counts.”

Brad Webb didn’t forget his early experience with 
Cummins, and continues to rate the company highly 
today for service support. 

“That’s the way I’ve found Cummins to be over the years...very fair and reasonable to deal 
with...willing to follow a problem through,” he says. “When you have a problem you can sit 
down with the Cummins people and talk about it, sort it out.”

Brad Webb’s work ethic is obviously instilled in his daughters, Taryn, Kelli and Jay, who are 
all involved in the business.

The day we look over the Webb operation, his middle daughter Kelli is operating a grader, 
levelling the ground for the construction of a new building.

Commenting on his daughters recently, he said: “Some people reckon I’m a bit too tough 
on them, but I think I’m too soft. When they get tired I remind them that the promise of a 
rainbow won’t feed a hungry child. You’ve got to get up and keep working.”

First impressions of Brad Webb are his no-nonsense attitude to business, but there’s 
another side to the man as revealed in his philanthropy. Just two examples are his work as 
founding chairman of Food Relief NQ which distributes over 200,000 kg of food to welfare 
agencies across north west Queensland annually, and as a significant contributor to NQ 
Community Transport which provides transport for elderly and socially isolated people. 

While the late Slim Dusty may have made a lot of money singing about trucks, he no doubt 
would have been impressed with Brad Webb’s entrepreneurial skill, business acumen, and 
generosity of spirit. n
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A fleet of Cummins-powered Hagglunds vehicles is 
supporting Australia’s scientific research in the coldest 
place on Earth.

Since the early 1980s, the Swedish-origin Hagglunds all-terrain vehicle has stamped its 
versatility on Australia’s three Antarctic stations – Mawson, Davis and Casey – and will 
continue to be a key machine well into the future. 

In recent years, Australia’s fleet of Hagglunds has been getting a new lease of life with the 
installation of the 160 hp four-cylinder Cummins QSB 4.5-litre engine which has replaced  
a 120 hp six-cylinder Mercedes diesel. 

The first four repowers were engineered by the Hagglunds division of BAE Systems in 
Europe using the 3.9-litre Cummins ISBe engine while eight have since been carried out by 
the Australian Antarctic Division in Tasmania using the 4.5-litre QSB4.5. Four more repowers 
will complete the changeover.

“The Hagglunds is a very important workhorse for us in the field as its low ground pressure 
and four articulating driving tracks mean it will go where other machines cannot,” says 
David O’Neill, workshop manager at the Australian Antarctic Division in Kingston, Tasmania. 
“It is also amphibious so if it breaks through the sea ice we can get the vehicle out.”  

The Cummins engines have vastly improved the performance of the Hagglunds vehicle as 
well as providing excellent reliability and up to 30% better fuel economy.

The Hagglunds vehicles operate in temperatures as low as minus 45ºC and run on aviation 
kerosene or dewaxed diesel SAB (Special Antarctic Blend) so that the fuel doesn’t freeze as easily.

A couple of fuel pump problems were experienced early on because the aviation kerosene 
lacked the lubricating qualities of standard diesel fuel. However, fitment of a Fleetguard 
lubricity enhancing filter overcame the issue.

It’s almost impossible to picture a place more desolate and forbidding than Antarctica: a 
place where dazzling sunshine is a common treat between terrifying blizzards of 300 km/h.

The icy continent is the world’s last great wilderness, covering 14 million square kilometres. 
It has been designated as a natural reserve devoted to peace and science. 

Scientists from far and wide travel to Antarctica, mostly during the summer months, to 
study the land, sea and atmosphere.

The continent is a critical barometer for world weather watchers and climate change. Over 
the years several scientific breakthroughs have been reported, the most notable of which 
was the discovery of the ozone hole. 

Over the peak summer season, the Australian Antarctic Division deploys around 400 people 
to Australia’s three permanent Antarctic stations. n

Note the mudflaps... just a hint of Cummins power.

Cummins QSB diesels have replaced 
Mercedes engines in the Hagglunds vehicle.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales
Grafton  02 6641 1000 
Leeton  02 6953 3077 
Muswellbrook 02 6541 0611
Newcastle   02 4964 8466 
Orange   02 6360 2777 

Queanbeyan  02 6297 3433 
Sydney  02 9616 5300 
Tamworth  02 6765 5455 

Northern Territory
Darwin  08 8947 0766

Everywhere.
Cummins locations.

Queensland
Brisbane 07 3710 4700 
Cairns  07 4035 2999 
Cloncurry  07 4742 0088 
Emerald  07 4983 9000 
Mackay  07 4952 8100 
Toowoomba 07 4633 7627 
Townsville 07 4774 7733 

South Australia
Adelaide  08 8368 4300 
Mount Gambier 08 8725 6422 
Port Lincoln 08 8683 1967 

Tasmania 
Devonport 03 6424 8800 
 

Victoria
Campbellfield  03 9357 9200 
Laverton  03 8368 0800
Mildura  03 5022 0800
Pakenham 03 5943 3700 
Swan Hill  03 5033 1511 
Wodonga  02 6024 3655

Western Australia
Bunbury  08 9725 6777
Geraldton 08 9964 5449 
Kalgoorlie  08 9080 1300 
Karratha  08 9144 4646 
Perth  08 9475 8777 

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland  09 277 1000 
Bay Of Plenty  07 345 6699 
Palmerston Nth 06 356 2209
Whangarei  09 438 8892 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Lae  05 472 3699 
Port Moresby 05 323 2471 
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Mooloolaba Coast Guard on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast 
believes it now has the best rescue vessel of its type  
in Australia.

Powered by twin 8.3-litre Cummins QSC engines, each rated at 500 hp, the new 14-metre 
Rhondda Rescue went into service in late 2012 and has a sprint speed of 27 knots.

Capable of operating in cyclonic weather, Rhondda Rescue cost the Mooloolaba branch  
of the Australian Volunteer Coast Guard in excess of $1 million. 

“It was built without compromise,” says Rod Ashlin, senior Mooloolaba Coast Guard 
skipper who was project manager for the new vessel.

The Coastguard formed a committee in 2010 to begin the planning process for the rugged 
all-weather Rhondda Rescue. “We started with a clean sheet of paper in designing the 
vessel,” says Ashlin.

He points out the Coast Guard had a clear idea of the features it wanted and selected 
Western Australian firm Mark Ellis as the designer. “Mark Ellis has a well proven hull which 
was the key starting point for us,” he says.

The aluminium vessel was built by Brisbane’s Aluminium Boats Australia which “exceeded 
the spec without cost to the Coast Guard”, Ashlin points out.

“We researched the diesel engine options extensively before selecting the Cummins QSC,” 
he says.

“We spoke to many users of marine diesel engines and the consensus in the industry 
was that Cummins would be the best choice because it was a proven brand with proven  
back-up support.”

For good operational range, the vessel is equipped with two 1000-litre diesel tanks and also 
carries 600 litres in the keel for added stability.

Rhondda Rescue’s top speed of 27 knots meets the Australian Volunteer Coastguard’s 
requirement for a 25-knot capability. 

Other features of the vessel include a raised pilot house for excellent visibility, and a small 
flybridge (behind the pilot house) with two ‘wing’ stations for close quarter manoeuvring and 
providing a commanding view of the working deck. A complete walk-around deck allows for 
safe crew passage and deck work.

Low noise and vibration mean there is only a muted throb from the Cummins diesels,  
a huge bonus for the rescue crews.

Crew amenities include a galley-mess room along with a two-berth cabin and toilet below 
the raised pilot house.

Mooloolaba Coast Guard typically responds to around 120 calls for assistance in a year. 
Rhondda Rescue is backed up by two smaller vessels.

The Mooloolaba operation has 140 volunteer members and costs around $150,000 a year to run.

“Most of the funding for Rhondda Rescue – around 80 per cent – was raised through 
raffle tickets and sausage sizzles while the rest of the money came from government and 
business grants,” Rod Ashlin points out.

Help me, Rhondda!

Rod Ashlin… “We researched the diesel engine options 
extensively before selecting the Cummins QSC.”

Rhondda Rescue is capable of operating in cyclonic weather.
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